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A debut novel about luck and love, and winning a
sweepstakes, with a cast of characters who will
charm readers from the very first page The
HomeSweetHome Network has just announced this
year's lucky winner of a brand-new, fully loaded
dream home: Janine Brown of Cedar Falls, Iowa. For
Janine "Janey" Brown, hearing her name called on
the TV has the hallmarks of one of her aunt Midge's
harebrained plans designed to bring Janey into a
world outside the one she once shared with her
fiancé. Janey, however, is reluctant to give up the
safety and sanctity she finds in her tiny kitchen,
submerging her anxiety and grief in the pursuit of the
perfect pot-au-feu. Meanwhile, across town, Janine
"Nean" Brown just knows that this house is her
destiny. Good fortune took its sweet time showing up
in her life, but better late than never. And now that
it's here, the house promises an escape from the
latest in her revolving door of crappy jobs and drunk
boyfriends. This house will turn her into someone the
world sees, instead of the bedraggled girl who others
look past without a thought. Both Janine Browns
head for Christmas Cove, Maine, to claim the prize
they both rightfully think is theirs. When their lives
and personalities intersect, however, they discover
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that more than just a million-dollar dream home
awaits them at the water's edge. These three women
(oh yes, Aunt Midge comes along for the ride!) arrive
at their newfound mansion only to uncover what
exactly it means to truly be "home." Filled with wit
and charm, The Good Luck Girls of Shipwreck Lane
is Kelly Harms's enchanting and heartfelt debut--a
testament to the many, many ways love finds us, the
power of a home-cooked meal, and just what it
means to be lucky.
'This is a great puzzle book, for budding explorers
and young adventurers. There's no better way to test
your exploration skills without leaving the house!' Levison Wood Can you pin-point the last-known
location of Ernest Shackleton's Endurance? Can you
help Amelia Earhart circumnavigate the globe? Are
you the next Neil Armstrong? In this unique puzzle
book, the Royal Geographical Society brings over a
century of maps and expertise to inspire your inner
Livingstone and tantalise your budding Columbus.
With hundreds of questions on 50 iconic explorers
and a mix of mind-boggling maps, word games and
trivia questions - it's time to dust off your compass,
pack your snow shoes and test your geographical
skills against the most legendary adventurers ever to
traverse the globe.
This book presents all the publicly available
questions from the PISA surveys. Some of these
questions were used in the PISA 2000, 2003 and
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2006 surveys and others were used in developing
and trying out the assessment.
“A straightforward, practical guide that takes an
anyone-can-do-this approach” (Kirkus Reviews),
The Brainy Bunch outlines the Harding family’s wellrounded method for producing college-ready kids by
age twelve. Having six out of ten kids go to college is
no small feat on its own, but having six kids in
college before their teens—that’s nothing short of
incredible. “Never judgmental and not without
humor,” this “fascinating read” (Library Journal) is
Kip and Mona Lisa Harding’s story of producing
exactly those extraordinary results. Kip and Mona
Lisa are parents to an engineer (who earned her BS
in mathematics at seventeen), an architect (who
became the youngest member of the American
Institute of Architects), a Navy physician (who
earned her biology degree at seventeen), an
entrepreneur (who earned an MS in computer
science at seventeen), a sixteen-year-old college
senior studying music theory and performance, a
thirteen-year-old Middle Ages scholar with the
highest average in his college class, and four others
who are following fast in their siblings’ footsteps! No
wonder the family is so used to being asked: How
did you do it? In an “impressive” (Publishers
Weekly), down-to-earth narrative, Kip and Mona Lisa
reveal with warmth and humility the strategies
behind their family’s amazing educational
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accomplishments. Filled with daily regimens, advice
for providing children with fulfilling experiences that
go beyond the home, and tips for making the
transition to college, theirs is an inspirational real-life
success story that anyone can achieve—whether you
homeschool your children or not. Featured on the
Today show and FOX, The Brainy Bunch is uplifting
and ultimately relatable proof of what any family can
accomplish through dedication, love, faith, and hard
work.
In this multi-faceted case study of one progressive
institution of adult higher education, the editors and
contributors to the volume lay out significant
challenges confronting not just non-traditional postsecondary colleges and universities but all
institutions of higher education in today’s rapidly
changing context. Contending that nontraditional
institutions are especially challenged in these
turbulent times, they argue that these organizations’
distinctive academic programs are among the most
threatened in the landscape of higher education
today. The 19 essays that make up this volume
highlight and examine key creative tensions, rich
interplays of emphases and values in higher
education, in order to illuminate and address more
intentionally the questions that we must address:
Can we make constructive use of these tensions?
Can we recognize what is at stake? And can we
chart a course that will both respond innovatively to
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rapid change and sustain a vision and the purposes
and principles on which that vision rests? Taken as a
whole, this volume sheds light on the questions and
creative tensions that can, with thoughtful attention,
help to keep an alternative, progressive vision of
adult higher education alive.
No boredom allowed with the new Thinking Kids'(R)
Brainy Book for Girls for ages six and up! Encourage
critical thinking, creativity, and concentration with this
jam-packed 192-page activity book. Every
delightfully illustrated page is designed to blast away
the bores and snores from long car rides, rainy days,
or any time a boost of fun is needed. These
captivating activities and clever puzzles will sharpen
skills without being homework and provide hours of
educational entertainment. The Thinking Kids'(R)
Brainy Book series provides activities such as
search and find, doodles, mazes, and word
searches. These colorful books sharpen observation
and concentration skills. Interactive activities such as
crosswords, word games, decoding, and list prompts
are designed to help your child master critical
thinking skills while having fun at the same time.
There's something about asking for Impossible
Things. For one little second, they feel Possible.
Take two sisters making it on their own: brainy
twelve-year-old GiGi and junior-high-dropout-turnedhairstylist DiDi. Add a million dollars in prize money
from a national cooking contest and a move from the
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trailer parks of South Carolina to the North Shore of
Long Island. Mix in a fancy new school, new friends
and enemies, a first crush, and a generous sprinkling
of family secrets. That's the recipe for The Truth
About Twinkie Pie, a voice-driven middle-grade
debut about the true meaning of family and
friendship.
All the secrets of the Bayview Four will be revealed
in the TV series soon to be streaming on NBC's
Peacock! THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER - NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY ENTERTAINMENT
WEEKLY - BUZZFEED - POPCRUSH "Pretty Little
Liars meets The Breakfast Club" (Entertainment
Weekly) in this addictive mystery about what
happens when five strangers walk into detention and
only four walk out alive. Pay close attention and you
might solve this. On Monday afternoon, five students
at Bayview High walk into detention. Bronwyn, the
brain, is Yale-bound and never breaks a rule. Addy,
the beauty, is the picture-perfect homecoming
princess. Nate, the criminal, is already on probation
for dealing. Cooper, the athlete, is the all-star
baseball pitcher. And Simon, the outcast, is the
creator of Bayview High's notorious gossip app.
Only, Simon never makes it out of that classroom.
Before the end of detention Simon's dead. And
according to investigators, his death wasn't an
accident. On Monday, he died. But on Tuesday, he'd
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planned to post juicy reveals about all four of his
high-profile classmates, which makes all four of them
suspects in his murder. Or are they the perfect
patsies for a killer who's still on the loose? Everyone
has secrets, right? What really matters is how far
you would go to protect them. And don't miss the #1
New York Times bestselling sequel, One of Us is
Next!
No boredom allowed with the new Thinking Kids'(R) Brainy
Book for Girls for ages six and up! Encourage critical thinking,
creativity, and concentration with this jam-packed 192-page
activity book. Every delightfully illustrated page is designed to
blast away the bores and snores from long car rides, rainy
days, or any time a boost of fun is needed. These captivating
activities and clever puzzles will sharpen skills, without feeling
like homework, and provide hours of educational
entertainment. --The Thinking Kids'(R) Brainy Book series
provides activities such as search and find, doodles, mazes,
and word searches. These colorful books sharpen
observation and concentration skills. Interactive activities
such as crosswords, word games, decoding, and list prompts
are designed to help your child master critical thinking skills
while having fun at the same time.
This second volume of Sapiens: A Graphic History, the fullcolor graphic adaptation of Yuval Noah Harari’s #1 New York
Times bestseller, focuses on the Agricultural
Revolution—when humans fell into a trap we’ve yet to escape:
working harder and harder with diminishing returns. What if
humanity’s major woes—war, plague, famine and
inequality—originated 12,000 years ago, when Homo sapiens
converted from nomads to settlers, in pursuit of the fantasy of
productivity and efficiency? What if by seeking to control
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plants and animals, humans ended up being controlled by
kings, priests, and Kafkaesque bureaucracy? Volume 2 of
Sapiens: A Graphic History–The Pillars of Civilization
explores a crucial chapter in human development: the
Agricultural Revolution. This is the story of how wheat took
over the world; how an unlikely marriage between a god and
a bureaucrat created the first empires; and how war, plague,
famine, and inequality became an intractable feature of the
human condition. But it’s not all doom and gloom with this
book’s cast of entertaining characters and colorful humorous
scenes. Yuval, Zoe, Prof. Saraswati, Cindy and Bill (now
farmers), Detective Lopez, and Dr. Fiction, all introduced in
Volume 1, once again travel the length and breadth of human
history, this time investigating the impact the Agricultural
Revolution has had on our species. The cunning Mephisto
shows them how to ensnare humans, King Hammurabi lays
down the law, and Confucius explains harmonious society.
The origins of modern farming are introduced through
Elizabethan tragedy; the changing fortunes of domesticated
plants and animals are tracked in the columns of the Daily
Business News; the story of urbanization is portrayed as a
travel brochure, offering discount journeys to ancient Babylon
and China; and the history of inequality unfolds in a
superhero detective story; with guest appearances by
historical and cultural personalities throughout such as
Thomas Jefferson, Scarlett O'Hara, Margaret Thatcher, and
John Lennon. Sapiens: A Graphic History, Volume 2 is a
radical, witty and colorful retelling of the story of humankind
for adults and young adults, and can be read on its own or in
sequence with Volume I.
No boredom allowed with the new Thinking Kids'(R) Brainy
Book for Boys for ages six and up! Encourage critical
thinking, creativity, and concentration with this jam-packed
192-page activity book. Every delightfully illustrated page is
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designed to blast away the bores and snores from long car
rides, rainy days, or any time a boost of fun is needed. These
captivating activities and clever puzzles will sharpen skills,
without feeling like homework, and provide hours of
educational entertainment. --The Thinking Kids'(R) Brainy
Book series provides activities such as search and find,
doodles, mazes, and word searches. These colorful books
sharpen observation and concentration skills. Interactive
activities such as crosswords, word games, decoding, and list
prompts are designed to help your child master critical
thinking skills while having fun at the same time.
Goosebumps creator R.L. Stine teams up with the pop-culture
phenomenon Garbage Pail Kids for a first-ever GPK
illustrated middle-grade series Welcome to the town of
Smellville, where ten kids all live in a big tumbledown house
and have as much fun as they possibly can. People may think
that they’re gross and weird and strange, but they’re not bad
kids—they just don’t know any better. In this hilarious new
illustrated series from bestselling author R.L. Stine, the
Garbage Pail Kids—from Adam Bomb to Brainy Janey—get into
mischief at their middle school, all while battling bullies and
their archenemies, Penny and Parker Perfect. These all-new
illustrated stories are sure to amuse, entertain, and blow
away readers of all ages. Bonus: includes four exclusive
Garbage Pail Kids stickers!
NOW A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Publisher's
Weekly "Best Summer Books of 2013" The Daily Beast's
"Brainy Summer Beach Reads" The classic literary canon
meets the comics artists, illustrators, and other artists who
have remade reading in Russ Kick's magisterial, threevolume, full-color The Graphic Canon, volumes 1, 2, and 3.
Volume 3 brings to life the literature of the end of the 20th
century and the start of the 21st, including a Sherlock Holmes
mystery, an H.G. Wells story, an illustrated guide to the Beat
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writers, a one-act play from Zora Neale Hurston, a disturbing
meditation on Naked Lunch, Rilke's soul-stirring Letters to a
Young Poet, Anaïs Nin's diaries, the visions of Black Elk, the
heroin classic The Man With the Golden Arm (published four
years before William Burroughs' Junky), and the
postmodernism of Thomas Pynchon, David Foster Wallace,
Kathy Acker, Raymond Carver, and Donald Barthelme. The
towering works of modernism are here--T.S. Eliot's "The Love
Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" and "The Waste Land," Yeats's
"The Second Coming" done as a magazine spread, Heart of
Darkness, stories from Kafka, The Voyage Out by Virginia
Woolf, James Joyce's masterpiece, Ulysses, and his short
story "Araby" from Dubliners, rare early work from Faulkner
and Hemingway (by artists who have drawn for Marvel), and
poems by Gertrude Stein and Edna St. Vincent Millay. You'll
also find original comic versions of short stories by W.
Somerset Maugham, Flannery O'Connor, and Saki (manga
style), plus adaptations of Lolita (and everyone said it couldn't
be done!), The Age of Innocence, Siddhartha and
Steppenwolf by Hermann Hesse, "The Negro Speaks of
Rivers" by Langston Hughes, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest, Last Exit to Brooklyn, J.G. Ballard's Crash, and photodioramas for Animal Farm and The Wonderful Wizard of Oz.
Feast your eyes on new full-page illustrations for 1984, Brave
New World, Waiting for Godot, One Hundred Years of
Solitude,The Bell Jar, On the Road, Lord of the Flies, The
Wind-Up Bird Chronicle, and three Borges stories. Robert
Crumb's rarely seen adaptation of Nausea captures Sartre's
existential dread. Dame Darcy illustrates Cormac McCarthy's
masterpiece, Blood Meridian, universally considered one of
the most brutal novels ever written and long regarded as
unfilmable by Hollywood. Tara Seibel, the only female artist
involved with the Harvey Pekar Project, turns in an exquisite
series of illustrations for The Great Gatsby. And then there's
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the moment we've been waiting for: the first graphic
adaptation from Kurt Vonnegut's masterwork, SlaughterhouseFive. Among many other gems.
Best Creative Nonfiction of the South, of which this Virginia
collection is the first volume, serves as a valuable resource
for scholars, students, writers, and general readers interested
in creative nonfiction both from specific areas of the South
and across the region as a whole. The writers included in
each volume come from diverse backgrounds, generations,
and artistic traditions. Most, if not all, volumes in the series
indirectly reflect literary changes over time and/or how literary
variations have manifested themselves in a given state. In
some cases, publisher permissions and other factors have
foiled the editors from including the work of deserving writers.
Nevertheless, the abundant literary talent across the South
has lessened the impact of the occasional unfortunate
omission. “TRP has for years now published an annual
collection of poetry from each of our Southern states, and
these anthologies have done very well for us, both inside and
outside university classrooms. We welcome this new series
on Southern nonfiction and look forward to visiting these fine
essayists, state by state.”—Paul Ruffin, Director, Texas
Review Press
Brainy Book for Girls, Volume 1, Ages 6 - 11Volume 1CarsonDellosa Publishing
The first book in Chris Colfer's #1 New York Times bestselling
series The Land of Stories about two siblings who fall into a
fairy-tale world! Alex and Conner Bailey's world is about to
change forever, in this fast-paced adventure that uniquely
combines our modern day world with the enchanting realm of
classic fairy tales. The Land of Stories tells the tale of twins
Alex and Conner. Through the mysterious powers of a
cherished book of stories, they leave their world behind and
find themselves in a foreign land full of wonder and magic
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where they come face-to-face with fairy tale characters they
grew up reading about. But after a series of encounters with
witches, wolves, goblins, and trolls alike, getting back home is
going to be harder than they thought.

An unsolved murder. A missing child. A lifetime of
deception. In 1977, pregnant Genevieve Russell
disappeared. Twenty years later, her remains are
discovered and Timothy Gleason is charged with
murder. But there is no sign of the unborn child.
CeeCee Wilkes knows how Genevieve Russell died,
because she was there. And she knows what
happened to her missing infant, because two
decades ago she made the devastating choice to
raise the baby as her own. Now Timothy Gleason is
facing the death penalty, and she has another choice
to make. Tell the truth and destroy her family. Or let
an innocent man die in order to protect a lifetime of
lies.
Seventh-grader Molly has always been an outsider,
even at New York City's elite Metropolitan Institute of
Science and Technology, but that changes when she
is recruited to join the Omegas, a secret group that
polices and protects zombies.
Sharpen critical math and thinking skills with the
Brainy Book of Time and Money! With challenging
practice pages, entertaining puzzles and games, and
engaging word problems, each page helps young
learners hone math proficiency while building on
basic skills. The Brainy Book series provides fun,
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engaging activities for young learners. The series is
dedicated to helping children practice and perfect
important basic learning skills. These colorful books
sharpen concentration skills while supporting
classroom learning. Each colorful page offers ample
space for children to complete exercises. These
books provide an entertaining way to hone critical
skills while having fun at the same time!
"Long ago in 1945 all the nice people in England
were poor, allowing for exceptions," begins The Girls
of Slender Means, Dame Muriel Spark's tragic and
rapier-witted portrait of a London ladies' hostel just
emerging from the shadow of World War II. Like the
May of Teck Club itself—"three times window
shattered since 1940 but never directly hit"—its lady
inhabitants do their best to act as if the world were
back to normal: practicing elocution, and jostling
over suitors and a single Schiaparelli gown. The
novel's harrowing ending reveals that the girls' giddy
literary and amorous peregrinations are hiding some
tragically painful war wounds. Chosen by Anthony
Burgess as one of the Best Modern Novels in the
Sunday Times of London, The Girls of Slender
Means is a taut and eerily perfect novel by an author
The New York Times has called "one of this
century's finest creators of comic-metaphysical
entertainment."
When Zeus asks Athena to look after the new boy
Heracles, she uses all of her famed wisdom to sort
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out her own problems and help him succeed.
Goosebumps creator R.L. Stine teams up with the
pop-culture phenomenon Garbage Pail Kids for the
third volume in this illustrated, New York Times
bestselling middle-grade series The Garbage Pail
Kids are off to sleepaway camp in the third
installment of the New York Times bestselling
Garbage Pail Kids series! Welcome to the town of
Smellville, where ten kids all live in a big tumbledown
house and have as much fun as they possibly can.
People may think that they’re gross and weird and
slobby and strange, but they’re not bad kids—they
just don’t know any better. In this hilarious series
from bestselling author R.L. Stine, the Garbage Pail
Kids—from Adam Bomb to Brainy Janey—get into
mischief at their middle school. These all-new
illustrated stories are guaranteed to amuse and
entertain readers of all ages.
Irene’s got big dreams—someday she’s going to
own an exclusive salon in L.A. It’s a good thing she
has dreams, since her reality is harsh. She’s just
been fired from her mom’s beauty salon for her tearjerking shampooing technique, and is forced to take
the only other job she can find—babysitting. Now
she’s stuck at the beach entertaining kids while
everyone else is having a glamorous summer. Will
she ever get a life? Then Irene meets Starla, a mindbogglingly beautiful lifeguard, whose diva attitude,
dangerous obsessions, male admirers, and fiery blog
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hold enough real-life drama and romance to fill a
book. Suddenly Irene finds that the countdown to
real life is over and her fate is in her own hands.
Lacing cultural criticism, Victorian literature, and
storytelling together, Too Much explores how culture
corsets women's bodies, souls, and sexualities - and
how we might finally undo the strings. Written in the
tradition of Shrill, Dead Girls, Sex Object and other
frank books about the female gaze, Too Much
encourages women to reconsider the beauty of their
excesses - emotional, physical, and spiritual. Rachel
Vorona Cote braids cultural criticism, theory, and
storytelling together in her exploration of how culture
grinds away our bodies, souls, and sexualities,
forcing us into smaller lives than we desire. An
erstwhile Victorian scholar, she sees many parallels
between that era's fixation on women's 'hysterical'
behavior and our modern policing of the same; in the
space of her writing, you're as likely to encounter
Jane Eyre and Lizzie Bennet as you are Britney
Spears and Lana Del Rey. This book will tell the
story of how women, from then and now, have
learned to draw power from their reservoirs of
feeling, all that makes us 'too much'.
In a future where most people have computer implants in their
heads to control their environment, a boy meets an unusual
girl who is in serious trouble.
Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All Souls
trilogy—"a wonderfully imaginative grown-up fantasy with all
the magic of Harry Potter and Twilight” (People). Look for the
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hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC
Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres
January 9, 2021! Deborah Harkness’s sparkling debut, A
Discovery of Witches, has brought her into the spotlight and
galvanized fans around the world. In this tale of passion and
obsession, Diana Bishop, a young scholar and a descendant
of witches, discovers a long-lost and enchanted alchemical
manuscript, Ashmole 782, deep in Oxford's Bodleian Library.
Its reappearance summons a fantastical underworld, which
she navigates with her leading man, vampire geneticist
Matthew Clairmont. Harkness has created a universe to rival
those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon, and Elizabeth Kostova,
and she adds a scholar's depth to this riveting tale of magic
and suspense. The story continues in book two, Shadow of
Night, and concludes with The Book of Life.
From the guitarist of the pioneering band Sleater-Kinney, the
book Kim Gordon says "everyone has been waiting for" and a
New York Times Notable Book of 2015-- a candid, funny, and
deeply personal look at making a life--and finding yourself--in
music. Before Carrie Brownstein became a music icon, she
was a young girl growing up in the Pacific Northwest just as it
was becoming the setting for one the most important
movements in rock history. Seeking a sense of home and
identity, she would discover both while moving from spectator
to creator in experiencing the power and mystery of a live
performance. With Sleater-Kinney, Brownstein and her
bandmates rose to prominence in the burgeoning
underground feminist punk-rock movement that would define
music and pop culture in the 1990s. They would be cited as
“America’s best rock band” by legendary music critic Greil
Marcus for their defiant, exuberant brand of punk that resisted
labels and limitations, and redefined notions of gender in
rock. HUNGER MAKES ME A MODERN GIRL is an intimate
and revealing narrative of her escape from a turbulent family
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life into a world where music was the means toward selfinvention, community, and rescue. Along the way, Brownstein
chronicles the excitement and contradictions within the era’s
flourishing and fiercely independent music subculture,
including experiences that sowed the seeds for the
observational satire of the popular television series Portlandia
years later. With deft, lucid prose Brownstein proves herself
as formidable on the page as on the stage. Accessibly raw,
honest and heartfelt, this book captures the experience of
being a young woman, a born performer and an outsider, and
ultimately finding one’s true calling through hard work,
courage and the intoxicating power of rock and roll.
Brainy Day Activities: Crosswords, Hidden Pictures, and More
for ages 6+ offers fun ways to help your child build basic
skills. This early learning workbook includes these activities:
-crossword puzzles -hidden pictures -code crackers -word
games It's the perfect way to engage early learners while they
build critical thinking skills! Packed with hours of activities,
this Thinking Kids workbook brings a burst of fun to long car
rides and free time. Each of the early learning activities is
designed to promote creativity and critical thinking, increase
attention span, and build basic skills that lead to school
success. Perfect to use at home or on the go, Brainy Day
Activities: Crosswords, Hidden Pictures, and More helps
every child have a brainy day! The Brainy Day Activities
series for ages 6+ offers children worthwhile entertainment
with brain-boosting puzzles, word searches, mazes, doodles,
riddles, jokes, hidden picture pages, 'what's different' pages,
crack the code activities, and more! This series is the perfect
solution for parents in search of educational entertainment.
Maeve’s strangely astute tarot readings make her the talk of
the school, until a classmate draws a chilling and unfamiliar
card—and then disappears. After Maeve finds a pack of tarot
cards while cleaning out a closet during her in-school
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suspension, she quickly becomes the most sought-after
diviner at St. Bernadette’s Catholic school. But when
Maeve’s ex–best friend, Lily, draws an unsettling card called
The Housekeeper that Maeve has never seen before, the
session devolves into a heated argument that ends with
Maeve wishing aloud that Lily would disappear. When Lily
isn’t at school the next Monday, Maeve learns her ex-friend
has vanished without a trace. Shunned by her classmates
and struggling to preserve a fledgling romance with Lily's
gender-fluid sibling, Roe, Maeve must dig deep into her
connection with the cards to search for clues the police
cannot find—even if they lead to the terrifying Housekeeper
herself. Set in an Irish town where the church’s tight hold has
loosened and new freedoms are trying to take root, this
sharply contemporary story is witty, gripping, and tinged with
mysticism.
Offered a second chance at getting into Harvard when the
dean urges her to prove she is capable of having fun as well
as overachieving academically, Opal takes calculated
measures to establish her place in the popular crowd.
Banished to a boarding school to be reformed into
marriageable young ladies in war-torn early 19th-century
England, Miss Georgiana and her new friends are secretly
entangled in a world of spies, diplomacy and romance.
Simultaneous eBook.
How is academia portrayed in children's literature? This
Element ambitiously surveys fictional professors in texts
marketed towards children, who are overwhelmingly white
and male, tending to be elderly scientists. Professors fall into
three stereotypes: the vehicle to explain scientific facts, the
baffled genius, and the evil madman. By the late twentieth
century, the stereotype of the male, mad, muddlehead, called
Professor SomethingDumb, is formed in humorous yet
pejorative fashion. This Element provides a publishing history
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of the role of academics in children's literature, questioning
the book culture which promotes the enforcement of
stereotypes regarding intellectual expertise in children's
media. This title is also available, with additional material, as
Open Access.

Dissatisfied with its shape, a triangle keeps asking
the local shapeshifter to add more lines and angles
until it doesn't know which side is up.
Would you like to offer yourself an opportunity of
reflection and encouragement from the words of
God? The amazing thing about this coloring book
comes from the moments you will spend in peace,
coloring such meaningful verses. The abundant
diversity of the drawing styles will bring you joy and
happiness the moment you open the book. This Joy
filled Christian Book is perfect for teens and adults.
The Book details include: ? Over 60 One-Side Only
Page Illustrations: This allows you to easily tear out
pages for display and avoid bleed-through. ? Joyful
Designs of Bible quotes: Verses about Giving,
Wisdom, Trust, Faith, Strength, Godly Guidance,
and more, artistically presented to you. ? High
Quality Unique Drawings: The book contains unique
images specially designed for you to express and
enhance your imagination and creativity. ? Friendly
for All Skill Levels: The skies the limit. There is no
wrong way to color. Perfect for both Teens and
Adults, even if you are a beginner. ? The ideal Gift
for Someone who Enjoys Coloring: This is the kind of
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gift that will bring a smile to the face of the person
who receives it. It is a unique and fantastic way to
make someone happy. Some people lack color in
their life. But life is color, and coloring feels so good!
This book brings you inspiration, encouragement,
relaxation, and peace of mind, for both body and
soul. Click Add To Cart NOW and Surprise Your
Loved Ones With An Activity That They'll LOVE!
Amanda loves to count everything, but not until she
has an amazing dream does she finally realize that
being able to multiply will help her count things
faster.
First boyfriends, first love, first mistakes-and an
invitation to the hottest teen society party of the year
send three friends into a tailspin. Can they handle
the pressure of getting everything they think they
want? Santana Jackson is one of the flyest chicks in
her Atlanta 'hood. At least until her golddigger
mother snags a pro baller, and they move to the
other side of the tracks. Worse, Santana's boyfriend
has made a move, too-on her rival. Now Santana's
obsessed with winning him back in time to shine-until
she unexpectedly finds herself falling for a brainy
nerd. . . Dynasty Young has learned about life the
hard way, thanks to her drug-addicted mother and
MIA father. Then she meets City, a boy with as much
money-making potential as swagger-and who could
be her ticket to a better life. But when he stands her
up, Dynasty realizes that sometimes true love is right
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next door. . . Patience Blackman is going to hell. Just
ask her father, the famous Bishop Blackman. Torn
between what's good for her and what feels good,
Patience just wants to have fun-and a hot date for
the party-until she stumbles upon a gorgeous
churchboy who has her rethinking her bad girl ways.
. . "An amazing tale that is sure to delight, teach, and
intrigue teens everywhere!" -Ni-Ni Simone, author of
Upgrade U
The world of the Smurfs expands as a Brainy Smurf,
Smurfette, Hefty Smurf and Clumsy Smurf discover
a new village filled with a whole population of girl
Smurfs! A whole new world of challenges and
adventures awaits the Smurfs!
Danielle needs a perfect friend, but sometimes
making (or creating) one is a lot easier than keeping
one! Sometimes making a friend is a lot easier than
keeping one! Sixth grade was SO much easier for
Dany. All her friends were in the same room and she
knew exactly what to expect out of life. Now that
she's in seventh grade, she's in a new middle
school, her friends are in different classes and
forming new cliques, and she is totally, completely
lost. What Dany really needs is a new best friend! So
when she inherits a magic sketchbook from her
eccentric great-aunt in which anything she sketches
in it comes to life, she draws Madison, the most
amazing, perfect, and awesome best friend ever.
The thing is, even when you create a best friend,
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there's no guarantee they'll always be your best
friend. Especially when they discover they've been
created with magic!
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